
Point Cloud Concept
Technically point cloud is a database containing points in the three-

dimensional coordinate system. However, from the typical workflow perspective, the 
only important thing is, that point cloud is a very accurate digital record of an object or 
space. It is saved in form of a very large number of points that cover surfaces of a 
sensed object. 

Points in a point clouds are always located on the external surfaces of 
visible objects, because this are the spots, where ray of light from the scanner 
reflected from an objects. 

This positioning point is radial and centered on the scanner itself. The position 
between scanners is triangulated between three axes of the coordinates and the points 
position coincides with the coordinates and are similar in terms of scale and 
measurement. 

It should be noted that when projecting the laser onto an object a shadow zone 
is also generated behind the scanned surfaces. These shadows are characteristic of 
the object and also projected onto others. To avoid these shadow areas, it is required 
to plan the positioning of the scanners. 

 

 



 

Fig.1	to	4:	Shadow	effects	and	high	quality	point	cloud	resolu;on		

Technical characteristics to keep in mind when working with the Point Cloud.  

The Point Cloud obtained after scanning can have unwanted elements, such as 
shadow areas, steam clouds, scaffolding, work machinery, etc. To avoid difficulties, you 
shall clean and segment the cloud.  

These points only give us data concerning position and, consequently, 
measurements and geometry as well, but they lack the rest of the object’s information. 
We have to establish this information ourselves.  

From the same point where the scan is performed, you also obtain a spherical 
photograph or bubble view, which helps us locate, identify, and take references. The 
quality of the scanners is already photographic and is a great time saver. 

The 3D Scanner is a tool especially suitable for all existing work. This is the 
case of overhauling, extensions and dismantling, etc.  

It is a fundamental part of an “As built”, although it does not replace the 
traditional paper documents and material lists, etc., it does complement them.  

Since it’s a copy of something that already exists, if we must dismantle or 
demolish what appears on the scanner, to avoid unpleasant confusions, it is advisable 
to "delete" or deactivate the corresponding points. This is a necessary in most cases.  

At the SW level, based on the fact that they are design tools, the formats that 
are handled must be exportable and manageable in the different design and 
visualization programs, such as E3D, Smart Plant 3D, PDS, and even MicroStation or 
Autocad.  

  

There is the possibility of exporting from one to the other, but this is currently 
done by specialized companies who charge extra. 



 

Fig.5	and	6:		Point	cloud	and	conven;onal	layout	

 

Fig.7	Point	Cloud	Camera		



	

Fig.8	Scaffolding	point	cloud	and	Microsta;on	model	

	

Fig.9	Point	cloud	and	MicroSta;on	model	Integra;on	



	

Fig.10	Bubble	view:	MicroSta;on	(new	model)	and	Point	Cloud	integra;on		

	

Fig.11	 Bubble	 view:	 MicroSta;on	 (TIE-IN	 and	 new	 by-pass	 on	 green)	 and	 Point	 Cloud	
integra;on.	on	red	color	dismantling	part.		



	

Fig.12	Dismantled	pipes	on	red	color	
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